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Environmental context. Studies of manufactured nanoparticles (NPs) in the environment have been per-
formed almost exclusively at high NP concentrations. These data lead to misunderstandings related to NP fate
and effects at relevant environmental concentrations, which are expected to be low. A better understanding of
the concentration-dependent behaviour of NPs will improve our understanding of their fate and effects under

environmentally realistic conditions.

Abstract. This rapid communication highlights the importance of nanoparticle concentration in determining their
environmental fate and behaviour. Notably, two fate processes have been considered: dissolution and aggregation. The

decrease in nanoparticle concentration results in increased dissolution and decreased aggregate sizes, inferring higher
potential for environmental transport of nanoparticles.
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The behaviour (e.g, dissolution, aggregation, disaggregation)
and fate (e.g. mobility, fugacity, non-transient (sink) or transient

source) of nanoparticles (NPs) in environmental and toxico-
logicalmedia have been investigated for over a decade, typically
at high NP concentrations (e.g. milligram per litre range)

which are not relevant to the environment,[1] resulting in some
potentially misleading assumptions that (i) NP behaviour is
dominated by aggregation and thus their fate is dominated by

sedimentation and removal from the water column, or, in porous
media, deposition and removal from the aqueous phase[2];
(ii) NP dissolution is limited for manyNPs and rarely are all NPs
dissolved fully in environmental and biological media over

relevant timescales[1] and (iii) many NPs therefore impart little
or no toxic risk to pelagic organisms as a result of limited NP
dissolution and NP removal by aggregation and sedimenta-

tion.[3] Several NP groups (e.g. Ag NPs, Cu NPs, Cd NPs, ZnO)
may undergo dissolution and release ions with well known
toxic effects.[4] These various issues complicate NP risk char-

acterisation and are exacerbated by the general use of high NP
concentrations in NP fate, behaviour and ecotoxicological
studies.[2,5] Use of high NP concentrations has been motivated
by poor detection limits of available analytical techniques

(e.g. dynamic light scattering, laser Doppler electrophoresis,
UV-Vis spectroscopy) together with enhanced likelihood
of observing more pronounced changes and effects at high

NP concentrations.[6] Furthermore, most published nano-
ecotoxicological data are acute exposure studies, which also
drive the high concentration selection bias in order to generate

measurable biological responses. Many NPs tested for toxicity

to aquatic organisms have been non-toxic on acute time scales
until they reach unrealistically high exposure concentrations.
Clear predictive linkages between unrealistic high acute
exposures and more realistic low chronic exposures have not

been established for aquatic systems, and are likely to be
further complicated by differing concentration-dependent
behaviours of NPs.

Despite these concerns, little attention has been paid to the
characterisation of concentration-dependent environmental
behaviour of NPs. This limits our understanding of NP beha-

viour and risk under realistic environmental conditions. For
example, if aggregation is reduced at low concentrations, are
NPs relatively more mobile at low, environmentally relevant
concentrations compared to the more commonly used test

conditions presented in the literature? Could NPs be more toxic
at low concentrations because of the increased release of toxic
ions? We argue that at low, environmentally relevant concen-

trations (e.g. nano- to microgram per litre range in surface
waters and wastewater effluent) the fate, behaviour and toxicity
of NPs will be significantly different and worthy of further

research.[7] An important rider to this argument is the need to
lower the detection limits of future and currently available
analytical techniques to ensure robust NP concentration and

size determination. For instance, the recent development of
single particle–inductively coupled plasma–mass spectrometry
(sp-ICP-MS) enables measuring NPs at environmentally rele-
vant concentrations; however, the poor lower size detection

limit (,10–400 nm depending on NP composition) is likely to
be a limiting factor when investigating small NPs.[8]
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While the environmental fate and behaviour of NPs may
depend on solution media characteristics and the physicochem-

ical properties of NPs such as size, shape and crystal structure,[9]

we focus here on NP concentration because it is the parameter
that has been widely overlooked in the literature because of

multiple analytical challenges. Several studies have illustrated
the dominant role of NP aggregation and dissolution in control-
ling their environmental behaviour, but, to our knowledge, few

published studies have investigated the effect of NP concentra-
tion on dissolution and aggregate size in the milligram per litre
NP concentration range. For instance, one study suggested that

iron oxide NPs (10–200 mg L�1) form smaller aggregates
(micrometre size range) at lower concentrations.[5] Another study
demonstrated the decrease in the solubility ofNPs (e.g. CuO, ZnO
and NiO) in a bacterial exposure medium with increased NP

concentrations, although experiments were performed at unreal-
istically highNP concentrations of 25–200mgL�1. The observed
concentration-dependent solubility was attributed to increased

NP aggregation at higher concentrations.[10] A third study sug-
gested an increased dissolution of Tween coated-Ag NPs after
dilution to near environmentally realistic Ag NP concentrations

(,400 mg L�1) in ultra-high purity water.[11]

Here, following advances in sample preparation for micro-
scopy analysis in order to lower concentration detection lim-

its,[12,13] and the use of long path UV-Vis cell cuvettes to
monitor poly(vinylpyrrolidinone) (PVP)-coated Ag NPs at near-
environmentally relevant concentrations (100–1000 mg L�1),
we highlight that these concentration-dependent behaviours of

nanomaterials become even more pronounced at the microgram

per litre levels. This kind of behaviour should be thoroughly
considered in any assessment of NP fate and effects formaterials

with potential for dissolution. Fig. 1a–c shows the aggregation
behaviour of citrate-coated Au NPs at environmentally relevant
concentrations (1 to 20 mg L�1) suggesting that aggregate sizes

decrease with the decrease in NP concentration. The number of
NPs forming aggregates – and thus aggregate size – decreases
with decreases in NP concentration (Fig. 1d), suggesting that

homoaggregation becomes less important at low concentrations
due to the lower probability of NP collisions. Similarly, Fig. 1e
illustrates that the dissolution (percentage of total Ag concen-

tration) of PVP-coated Ag NPs in 30-ppt sea water increases
with the decrease in NP concentration; that is, soluble NPs
become even more soluble at lower concentrations and their
behaviour may approach that of fully dissolved species. Taking

silver as an example, dissolution in seawater is higher at lower
concentrations for two reasons: (1) Agþ binding ligands, such as
chloride, bind the aqueous silver ions forming complexes of

silver and this drives further dissolution from the NP[14] and
(2) smaller aggregate size likely results in the maintenance
of higher specific surface area and greater dissolution.[10]

Furthermore, the speciation of dissolved silver released from
NPs is also concentration-dependent. Fig. 1f illustrates the mod-
elled concentration-dependent speciation of dissolved Ag where

at highAg concentrations (.2mgL�1) dissolvedAg formsAgCl
precipitates, whereas at lower Ag concentrations the speciation
of dissolved Ag is dominated by dissolved AgCl complexes
(AgCl2

� and AgCl3
2�). Similar arguments apply to other partially

soluble NPs such as quantum dots (CdSe), copper, ZnO, etc.
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Fig. 1. Concentration-dependent behaviour of nanomaterials. Concentration-dependent aggregation (a–d), dissolution dependent aggregation (e) and

concentration-dependent speciation of dissolved Ag (f). (a–c) Representative transmission electron microscopy images of citrate-coated gold nanoparticles

(NPs) suspended in 5 mg L�1 Suwannee River fulvic acid (SRFA) in synthetic environmental protection agency (EPA) soft water at mass concentration of

(a) 1.0, (b) 2.0 and (c) 20.3 mg L�1. (d) Number of AuNPswithin aggregates at different NP concentrations. All samples were prepared by ultracentrifugation

on a poly-L-lysine functionalised transmission electron microscopy grid. (e) Dissolution of poly(vinylpyrrolidinone) (PVP)-coated Ag NPs in 30-ppt sea

water at 100 and 1000 mg L�1 concentrations of Ag NPs. Dots represent experimental data and the lines are a model fit. NP dissolution was measured by

monitoring UV-Vis absorbance of Ag NPs at different time points. The speciation of silver in seawater as a function of Ag ion concentrations (0.001 to

0.1 mMAg, or 0.1079–10.79 mg L�1) was calculated using Visual MINTEQ software version 3.0. At low, environmentally relevant concentrations, NPs are

more dispersed and more soluble.
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Other researchers have investigated the concentration-dependent

behaviour of NPs. For instance, Oskolkova et al. illustrated an
increased particle attraction between polyethylene glycol-bound
(PEGylated) NPs at higher NP concentrations. The concentration

dependencewas attributed to a decreased solvation of PEGchains
because of an increased ratio of ethylene oxide segments to
water.[15] Sun et al. demonstrated lower retention of graphene
oxides in porous media at high NP concentrations, which was

attributed to a blocking effect at high concentrations, where
attachment sites are filled more rapidly at the higher NP concen-
trations.[16]Manyother processes such as interactionwith buffers,

ligands and organic molecules, along with light-induced trans-
formations of NPs are likely to depend on NP concentration, and
need in-depth investigation.

A large majority of environmental fate and effects studies
of NPs have been performed at high NP concentrations.[17]

Extrapolation of results performed at high NP concentration
may lead to inaccuracies in interpretation for environmentally

relevant conditions. For NP environmental fate and behaviour
studies, smaller aggregate sizes and higher dissolution rates at
lower NP concentrations suggest longer distance transport of

NPs and their dissolved moieties than that perceived from
studies performed at high NP concentrations. For ecotoxicolog-
ical assays, the nature of the toxicant (e.g. dissolved, number of

individual NPs and their aggregated and aggregate size) is
different at different concentrations as a result of processes such
as dissolution and aggregation. Smaller aggregate sizes and

higher dissolution rates at low concentrations suggest that NPs
and their dissolved components are likely to be bioavailable
for longer periods than have been assessed toxicologically in
most cases. Therefore, because of the concentration-dependent

behaviour of NPs in environmental and biological media, we
suggest that: (1) environmental fate and effects studies of NPs,
and the characterisation of NPs underpinning these studies,

should be performed at environmentally relevant NP concentra-
tions and (2) hazard assessment of NPs should be performed
under chronic exposure conditions at low NP concentrations,

which is the most likely exposure scenario in the natural
environment. Other confounding factors of real-life exposure
media such as complexity and poorly definedmedia, presence of
other ligands, temperature variability and presence of light

should also be investigated further to improve our understanding
of NP hazards and risks.

Supplementary material

The supplementary material provides full details of the trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) sample preparation

approach, the dissolution analysis by UV-Vis together with the
data fitting, and the silver speciation analysis.
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